Opportunistic networks are one of the most popular categories of mobile Adhoc networks. These types of networks usually have to deal with intermittent disconnected path from source to the destination most of the time therefor suffers from numerous key challenges for successful custody transfer to be done between encounter nodes. There are numerous challenges faced due to such disconnectivity within the network but one of the key challenges is that which intermediate node will be selected as custody transfer and till how much time custodian node can carry messages as it will have storage constraints until a destination node is found. In this research study the same problem has been addressed via proposing a rule based expert system that will have better coordination among intermediate nodes for the transmission with less drop and better delivery ratio. Proposed technique has been tested and validated via ONE simulator and compared with MaxProp protocol.
Introduction
Opportunistic networks belongs from the subclass of DTNs (Delay Tolerant Network) by this we means that opportunities for the communication to be successfully established b/w source and destination is discontinuous or irregular or dynamic. TCP protocol if used in opportunistic networks will break in this environment. Protocols over internet assumed to get quick return of acknowledgments so if long delays and variable queuing delays introduced in internet protocols it will fail to work. So one solution to resolve the issues is by exploiting node mobility and local forwarding mechanism and indeed used store and forward methods like during mobility data can be store at node level and when it gets suitable opportunity during mobility it should be forwarded [1] . Congestion can be cause in network due to various factors like topology, bandwidth, usage pattern or failure of hardware.
Congestion when it occurs can cause different effects on the performance like queuing delay, packet loss or the blocking of new connections. Traditional wired network in comparison with wireless networks will have low congestion control issues in them because wired network have fixed infrastructure and dedicated End to End communication links in particular. Scalability and mobility features of wireless networks indeed add chances for congestion to be caused in the network [3] . Network is said to be opportunistic when it is not sure about the future both in terms of its connectivity and also about its topology. Congestion in network is of two categories, link congestion and storage congestion. Second type of congestion is known as storage congestion is that when any nodes needs must have to store data by accessing its predefine storage limit till it can reach towards the destination; therefor opportunistic networks have to deal with this congestion rather than link congestion in general. In opportunistic networks limited contact period and unpredictability of contact events cause the long delays in Transfer of transmission not due to long propagation delays like in ICN [3] . Many of the [13] only used so therefore there is a strong need of proposing a mechanism which enables each node to become self-intelligent using AI techniques. Estimation/ probability theory which could address congestion issue at node (Sender, Intermediate) level in a Pre-Active manner to detect congestion issue effectively before it is about to be rise. Bayesian theory is also being used in fault tolerance and in cooperative localization in yet in wireless networks domain like MANETs, DTN.
EAI Endorsed Transactions

Proposed Methodology
Artificial Intelligence based Rule based Expert System:
Artificial intelligence based congestion detection framework has been proposed in figure 1 bellow which have three sub modules; Buffer Occupancy, Previous Contact History and custody transfer module. When node encounter with another node in the network firstly its buffer occupancy will be checked based on set threshold and node category will be assigned as less, average or high congested node that will be used as first input to the proposed rule based expert system. Secondly on encounter it will be check by a previous contact history module that either node have met before or not this information will be forwarded to the rule based expert system as input 2. Custody transfer module then at last will be call upon which will be responsible to make successful custody transfer of the packets based on the rules defines as illustrated in fig 5 bellow via a flowchart. The proposed artificial intelligence-based rule based expert system technique should be able to keep track of total packet sent at sending node and total packets received at destination node, sending and forwarding packet record at intermediate nodes and calculate packet loss for each node in the opportunistic network. 
Node Encounter Conditions
Possibilities of node encounters is illustrated by Fig 3 bellow that can be occurred in the network between the nodes based on their categories calculated over buffer occupancy parameter as less, average and high congested nodes.
Fig 3:
Contact Conditions  Fig 4 bellow illustrate that how a rule base will be used via using history as input to make an intelligent decision on the basis of which packets at queue over node level will be sorted down and a successfully custody transfer via illustrated flowchart in fig 5 further will be done.
Fig 4: Rule Based Expert System
Model Validation & Simulation Setup
The simulation is conducted using ONE Simulator which is a discrete event java based simulation tool by varying buffer size from 3, 6, 9 and 12 MB. The list of other simulation parameters is listed in table 1 bellow. Figure 7 bellow illustrates that packet delivery has also increased with respect to the increase in no. of nodes in the network like at 100 node in start it lies between 187 to 214 while over 500 nodes packet send ratio ends up at 444 to 459.
No of nodes vs. Packet Delivered
Fig 7: # of Nodes vs. Packet Delivered
Results Analysis at Network Level:
Following 03 tests have been performed over 25000 simulation times with 10 MB buffer size upon proposed rule based expert system technique as discussed in fig 5. in section 3 previously. Figure  8 bellow illustrates that how delivery ratio initially started at 16% but as the buffer size gets increases similarly delivery ratio for AIbCDM has increased between 3 to 6 % in comparison of the MaxProp. Figure 9 bellow illustrates that how the overhead has decreased with increased in buffer size initially overhead started at 513 for MaxProp and 530 for AIbCDM but as soon as buffer size was increased from 3MB to 12 MB similarly overhead get decreases like over 12 MB buffer size; MaxProp and AIbCDM both have overhead of 300. Figure 10 bellow illustrates that how by increasing buffer size from 3MB to 12 MB network load get decreased like; at 3 MB it was 514 for MaxProp and 531 for AIbCDM but at 12 MB it ends up with 301 for AIbCDM and 302 for MaxProp. analyzed and prove improvement is further achieved even after increasing no. of nodes from 300 to 500 , overhead ratio get decreased as its starts at 500 initially and ends up at 300 over 12 MB in comparison to the MaxProp protocol. 
Buffer Size vs. Delivery
Fig 8 : Buffer Size vs. Delivery Ratio
Buffer Size vs. Overhead
Buffer Size vs. Network Load:
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